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Recent advances in nanotechnology have enabled the fabrication of a new generation of materials with highly complex
structures. The characteristic length scale of these materials
has now outpaced the ability of current techniques to make
full-field, nanoscale mechanical property measurements in
real time. In addition, biological materials also possess complex structures at the nanoscale, which can affect their resulting larger-scale response. Measurements of bulk properties, while important, offer little information about how the
nanostructure influences performance. Localized measurements, such as nanoindentation, provide data that are often
difficult to extend to larger length scales. High-resolution
imaging techniques such as atomic force or scanning tunneling microscopy (AFM/STM)[1] and near-field scanning optical microscopy (NFSOM),[2] despite being full-field techniques, involve bringing a tip on or very near the surface
and thus are not entirely suitable for use with soft (e.g., biological) materials. In addition, these methods require rastering, which limits real-time visualization capability (e.g., of
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fracture, of the motion and growth of cells, and so on). Fluorescent dyes and particles have enabled a different set of experimental tools for imaging displacements. Fluorescent particles have been widely used in flow visualization and measurement techniques.[3, 4] In biological studies, fluorescent
dyes indicate the presence of particular microorganisms or
track the growth and development of cellular structures.[5–8]
Recent advances in optical techniques have improved
discrete fluorescent particle imaging,[9–12] making laboratory
nanoscale measurements feasible. Single-particle tracking
(SPT) via confocal laser scanning microscopy is a tool used
in biophysical research to observe trajectories of small fluorescent particles with nanometer-scale precision.[13, 14] Here,
we present a powerful full-field technique, fluorescencebased digital image correlation (FDIC), to measure nanoscale deformation in materials using fluorescent nanoparticles. To demonstrate the capabilities of the method, we
characterize the complex deformation fields generated
around silica microspheres embedded in an elastomer under
tensile loading. Displacement resolutions of 20 nm are obtained over a 100 : 100 mm field of view.
Digital image correlation (DIC) is a data analysis
method, which applies a mathematical correlation algorithm
to obtain kinematic information from digital images acquired during deformation.[15, 16] For conventional two-dimensional (2D) DIC, samples are prepared for testing by
the application of a random speckle pattern to their surface.
Comparison of successive images reveals a deformed speckle pattern relative to the initial, nondeformed one. The correlation works by matching small square subsets of the nondeformed image (Figure 1 a) to locations in the deformed
image (Figure 1 b). The core of the DIC method lies in the
optimization of a correlation coefficient between the two
subsets over six parameters characterizing the in-plane deformation; namely the displacements components u and v,
and the displacement gradients @u/@x, @u/@y, @v/@x, and
@v/@y.[17] The accuracy of the method is approximately
 0.1 pixels in displacement.
A novel aspect of the current work is that fluorescent
nanoparticles are used to create the speckle pattern, enabling the characterization of any material to which the particle pattern can be applied. Fluorescent silica nanoparticles
were synthesized and labeled with a rhodamine fluorescent
dye (555-nm peak excitation wavelength) according to the
procedure outlined by van Blaaderen and Vrij,[18] resulting
in a 0.1 % solution (by volume) of nanoparticles in ethanol.
The average particle diameter was  180 nm (Figure 1 c).
The fluorescent particle solution was spin-cast onto samples
of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which had been allowed
to fully cure at room temperature. Prior to deposition, all
PDMS samples were subjected to a 10-min ultraviolet (UV)
surface treatment to enhance particle adhesion. Following
deposition and evaporation of the ethanol solution, a single
layer of particles remained adhered to the sample surface.
The spin-casting rate was varied from 500 to 2500 rpm to
produce different pattern densities. The lower spinning rates
resulted in patterns with too many agglomerated particles
and little dispersion, while the higher spinning rates produced completely uniform patterns with no contrast. A spin-
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ed through numerical correlation
of the two images. FDIC measurements were repeated five times for
each translation. As shown in Figure 2 a, the FDIC-measured displacements and the applied displacements greater than 100 nm
are nearly identical. In the 20–100nm displacement range, there is
more scatter, but the comparison is
still excellent (Figure 2 b). Below
20 nm, scatter increases considerably. This scatter is attributed to the
stability and accuracy of the piezoactuator response at these low
voltage levels, as well as the accuracy of the interpolation scheme
for the DIC.
The FDIC technique uses an
image
intensity
interpolation
scheme to minimize the correlation
Figure 1. a, b) Representative speckle pattern from previous larger-scale DIC tests[17] before (a) and
after (b) applied deformation; c) TEM image of the fluorescent silica nanoparticles; d) fluorescence coefficient and achieve subpixel
displacement accuracy. The limit to
optical microscope image of fluorescent nanoparticles as deposited on a PDMS sample surface.
which the interpolation scheme
can accurately detect subpixel
motion during rigid-body translation is illustrated by the
ning rate of 1250 rpm produced a monodisperse pattern of
measured vector fields in Figure 3. As the size of the apparticles with an intensity distribution ideal for image correplied translation decreases from 50 to 5 nm, nonuniformity
lation analysis (Figure 1 d).
of the displacement vectors becomes noticeable below
The imaging system consisted of a Leica DM-R fluores20 nm and then significant at 5 nm. For translations smaller
cent microscope and a QImaging Retiga monochrome CCD
than 20 nm, the DIC program is unable to accurately meacamera with 1280 : 1024 pixel resolution. The particles were
sure deformations for this pattern and resolution. The basic
excited by a 542-nm mercury light source and imaged optinoise level of the measurement system (due to ambient vically. The optical microscope setup, as implemented, providbrations, camera noise, etc.) was  2 nm, as determined by
ed an optical resolution of 472 nm in transmission and
correlating successive images at zero displacement. This
661 nm in reflection, a maximum displacement resolution of
noise level could be further reduced by frame averaging.[23]
approximately 134 nm per pixel, and overall field of view of
171 : 137 mm. The resulting fluorescent speckle was approxiUniaxial tension tests demonstrate the ability of the
mately 3–4 pixels and a square subset size (S) of 31 :
technique to detect variations in displacement on the order
31 pixels was used for the correlation.
20 nm in real time. PDMS samples (30 mm : 8 mm : 1.2 mm)
Photobleaching of the rhodamine dye during the experiwere loaded under displacement control by a microtensile
ment can cause undesirable shifts in pattern intensity, which
tester designed for use with the microscope. Control of the
is unacceptable for correlation between the deformed and
actuator and synchronization of the image acquisition with
nondeformed images. Time-lapse imaging of the particle
applied displacement was accomplished using Labview (Napattern excited under testing conditions confirmed that sigtional Instruments). Images were acquired in real time
nificant bleaching did not occur. Similar stability of light inevery two seconds for loading rates ranging from 10 nm s 1
tensity was also seen for the rhodamine fluorescent dyes in
to 1 mm s 1. FDIC measurements from real-time imaging of
[19]
the work of Ow et al.
the deforming sample were used to calculate the full-field
strain and compare its average value to the known applied
The operational limits of the FDIC technique were defar-field strain. Typical FDIC-measured contours of distermined through a series of rigid-body translation and uniplacement in the loading direction are shown in Figure 4
axial tension calibration experiments. For the translation
with contributions due to rigid-body translation and rotation
tests, samples were attached to a precision stage driven by a
removed. The applied far-field displacement recorded at
piezoelectric actuator mounted on the microscope platform.
this time instant during loading was 10.7 mm. As expected,
Translations ranging from 5 nm to 12 mm were generated by
displacement increases linearly across the loading direction
applying a dc voltage to the piezoelectric actuator. Prior to
(x axis) of the sample. The variation of displacement across
the translation experiments, the piezoelectric actuator was
the field of view is nearly 175 nm with each grayscale level
carefully calibrated using a heterodyne interferometer[20, 21]
spanning about 10 nm, clearly demonstrating the subpixel
over the full range of voltages to produce the desired transaccuracy of the DIC technique.[1, 2, 16] To demonstrate the calation. Images of the sample were acquired before and after
translation. The rigid-body displacement field was calculatpability of the FDIC method to measure local strain gradi-
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Figure 4. Contour plot of displacements along the x direction measured by DIC during a uniaxial tension test. Loading is applied in the
horizontal direction (x axis) and displacement varies by approximately 170 nm over 140 mm along x.

Figure 2. Comparison of DIC results with calibration measurements of
rigid-body translations provided by a piezoelectric actuator: a) DICmeasured translations larger than 1 mm are plotted against an optical calibration of the stage; b) average subpixel displacements are
compared to a time-averaged dynamic calibration of the piezostack
performed with a heterodyne interferometer at 50 Hz.

ents, a PDMS sample containing a dilute concentration of
silica microspheres (  40 mm in diameter) was loaded in
tension. The mid-plane of the embedded microspheres (Figure 5 a) was located 25 mm below the top surface of the
sample, which was subsequently spin-coated with fluorescent nanoparticles. A strain concentration is expected in the
region surrounding the stiffer inclusions.
Correlating images of the top surface revealed a significant difference in deformation response for the area surrounding the inclusion when compared to the uniform deformation of Figure 4. Contours of constant displacement
(shown in Figure 5 b) clearly indicate a distortion in the displacement field around a single microsphere. Differentiation
of the u-direction displacement contours along a line scan
through the particle center yielded the localized strain response shown in Figure 5 c. Sufficiently far away from the
microsphere, the measured strain was nearly constant and

Figure 3. Vector plots of DIC data for a) 50-nm, b) 20-nm, and c) 5-nm applied rigid-body translation. Good correlation is obtained for the 50and 20-nm images, resulting in uniform displacement values with only a slight scatter. Correlation of the 5-nm applied displacement resulted
in large scatter in both u and v displacements, indicating a practical resolution limit for the current setup between 5 and 20 nm.
small 2006, 2, No. 5, 631 – 635
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Figure 5. Uniaxial tension test performed on a PDMS sample with a dilute concentration of  40-mm silica microspheres: a) single microsphere
embedded just below the top surface, b) contours of u displacement for a 3.8 % applied strain in the x direction. The irregularities in displacement correlation above and below the inclusion are due to the reflections of the light source from the glass sphere; c) variation in strain in
the x direction along a line scan through the center of the microsphere, where e0 is the far-field strain.

equal to the globally applied strain, while local to the microsphere a strain concentration was detected.
More complex deformation fields from interactions of
multiple inclusions were investigated using an additional

sample prepared with a higher concentration of silica microspheres (Figure 6 a) and tested in tension. Correlation of the
pattern on the top surface indicated regions of low strain response directly above the embedded silica microspheres.
Displacement contour plots (Figure 6 b) revealed that the
high displacement gradients in the PDMS surrounding the
inclusions were easily captured by the FDIC method with
the same accuracy as displayed in the previous tests.
In summary, FDIC provides a robust methodology for
full-field, noncontact, real-time deformation measurements
with nanoscale displacement resolution that can be adapted
for a wide range of both hard and soft materials. The rigidbody translation calibration experiments established a displacement resolution of 20 nm for the FDIC technique, approximately one-eighth of the size of an image pixel, over a
field of view of approximately 100 : 100 mm. Uniaxial tension testing demonstrated that FDIC can be performed in
real time under an optical microscope. Moreover, tension
testing of samples with embedded high stiffness inclusions
illustrated the ability of FDIC to capture complex deformation fields with high gradients in displacement. Consequently, the applications of FDIC are far reaching since they
enable characterization of mechanical performance in material systems with features comparable to the size of the fluorescent nanoparticles, such as ultrathin-film devices, MEMS,
and nanocomposites, using a simple optical setup that is
noncontact, full-field, real time, yet capable of nanoscale
displacement resolution over hundreds of micrometers.

Keywords:
elastomers · fluorescence · nanomechanics ·
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Figure 6. A higher concentration of silica microspheres was used to
image a more complex deformation field. a) Three microspheres are
imaged 25 mm below the sample surface; b) correlation of the fluorescent particle pattern on the top surface of the PDMS sample generates the displacement field for a uniaxially applied strain of 4.8 %.
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